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Main Points 
1) Biology of overexploitation 
 -- impacts of exploitation on target species and ecosystems 
 -- example: evolutionary consequences of trophy hunting (Monteith et al 

reading) 
 -- example: stag beetle collections and anthropogenic Allee effects 
 
2) Management of overexploitation 
 -- a potential success story about the North American Model of Game 

 Management 
 -- warning: Jake’s opinion: double standards in and selective 

 definitions of wildlife conservation 
 -- example: social identity and stakeholder opinions about managed wolf hunts 
 -- example: biological effects of wolves vs hunters 
  
Pre-reading: Tuesday 17 November = Middleton et al 
 
Jake will send HW#4 Tuesday 17 November 
 
Vote on material 17 November 
 
Options for grades 
 
Terms: trophy hunting, anthropogenic Allee effect, social identity, reproductive 

power 
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• Next to habitat destruction, overexploitation is the second 
most important threat to world’s birds, mammals, plants, 
and reptiles. 

History of Exploitation in the U.S. 
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• trophy hunting = selective hunting for a trophy or memorial 
(e.g., horns, antlers, head, etc). 

Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 
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• typically, sportsmen and sportswomen target individuals 
with large phenotypic traits. 

Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 
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Boone and Crocket Records of NA Big Game 
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Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 

• typically, sportsmen and sportswomen target individuals 
with large phenotypic traits (horns, antlers). 

 
•  climate and habitat change also affect horn and antler 

growth. 
 

• social factors may influence Boone and Crocket records.  
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Discussion Q: Monteith et al analyzed >100 years of Boone and Crockett Records, 
looking at how horn and antler sizes of NA ungulates have changed through time. 
What hypotheses can you come up with regarding change in horn and antler-size 
change through time? What predictions do these hypotheses make?  



• H1 = intensive harvest. As harvest increases, age distribution shifts 
toward younger ages. 
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Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 
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• H2 = selective harvest. Trophy hunting selects against genes for large 
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North American ungulates 
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Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 

Monteith et al 2013 
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Monteith et al 2013 
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Trophy hunting and phenotypic change in  
North American ungulates 
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anthropogenic Allee effect: rare species cherished by harvesters or collectors 
assume more value, thus leading to the further decline of rare species  
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• cultural roots of hunting in the U.S. based in subsistence 
and, to a lesser extent, sport/recreational hunting and 
fishing. 

 
• hunting creates ~700,000 jobs in the U.S. totaling over 61 

billion dollars (~1% of the entire civilian labor force). 
 
 

History of Exploitation in the U.S. 
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• hunters and anglers account for the vast majority of legislation enacted 
to conserve or manage wildlife and fish populations: 

  

  

 

History of Exploitation in the U.S. 
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• hunters and anglers account for the vast majority of legislation enacted 
to conserve or manage wildlife and fish populations: 

 1677: Connecticut prohibits transport of game across colony borders 
 1878: Iowa instates first bag limits (25 greater prairie chickens/day) 
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• hunters and anglers account for the vast majority of legislation enacted 
to conserve or manage wildlife and fish populations: 

 1677: Connecticut prohibits transport of game across colony borders 
 1878: Iowa instates first bag limits (25 greater prairie chickens/day) 
 1900: Lacey Act (prohibiting market hunting) 
 1937: Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act (11% excise tax on sporting 

arms and ammo) 
 1950: Dingell-Johnson Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration Act (3-10% excise tax on fishing 

tackle, fish radars, etc) 
 
  

  

 

History of Exploitation in the U.S. 
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• hunters and anglers account for the vast majority of legislation enacted 
to conserve or manage wildlife and fish populations: 

 1677: Connecticut prohibits transport of game across colony borders 
 1878: Iowa instates first bag limits (25 greater prairie chickens/day) 
 1900: Lacey Act (prohibiting market hunting) 
 1937: Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act (11% excise tax on sporting 

arms and ammo) 
 1950: Dingell-Johnson Federal Aid in Sportfish Restoration Act (3-10% excise tax on fishing 

tackle, fish radars, etc) 
 

• has resulted in $8 billion directly for state wildlife agencies to allocate 
toward wildlife, fish, and non-game  

  

  

 

History of Exploitation in the U.S. 
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National Shooting  

Sports Foundation. 2009.  
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National Shooting  

Sports Foundation. 2009.  



24 Enck et al. 2000. 

Trends of Managed Exploitation in the U.S. 

• Proportion of public that hunts ~7% of US population; 
proportion of public that fishes ~20% of US population 

• May translate into 
reduced funding for 
state fish and wildlife 
agencies. 



25 Pergams and Zaradic. 2008.  

Trends of Managed Exploitation in the U.S. 
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Discussion Q: This figure (published in Time magazine last year) 
incorporates at least two of the key ideas we discussed in class, 

plus value judgments. What are the ideas and what are the value 
judgments?  



27 biggameforever.org  

A Double Standard in Hunting Organizations? 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

Lute and Gore 2014 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

Lute and Gore 2014 

• social identity = the component of one’s identity derived 
from group membership, in which the individual views 
him/herself as a representative of that group, and acts 
according to group social norms.  
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

Lute and Gore 2014 

• social identity = the component of one’s identity derived 
from group membership, in which the individual views 
him/herself as a representative of that group, and acts 
according to group social norms.  
 

• in-groups often assume that out-group members are “carbon 
copy” representatives of a homogenous group, and not 
unique individuals. 
 

• in-groups are cohesive due to the value and emotion 
attached to membership, and a shared desire for positive 
self-esteem through social identity. 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

“wise use” in-group 
-- objectives: humans have a responsibility to 
manage nature, and a right to emphasize  
desired species over others 
 
-- methods: hunting necessary for wolf 
management; supported non-lethal control 
as well 
 
-- focal levels: management of wolf 
populations to initial recovery goals of 
USFWS 
 
-- justification: wolves reduce deer herds; 
hunting wolves will increase tolerance of 
wolves 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

“protectionist” in-group 
-- objectives: non-interventionist 
conservation of game and nongame species 
 
-- methods: favored non-lethal control; lethal 
control only justified in certain circumstances 
 
-- focal levels: discussion of individual 
wolves as related to management; viewed 
USFWS recovery goals as outdated and rigid 
 
-- justification: lethal control only justified 
when wolves posed a threat to humans or 
domestic animals; hunting or trapping not 
justified 
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Social identity and stakeholder opinions 

Ecosystem “health” 
Education 
Existence values 
Long-term sustainability 
State pride in Michigan 

Protectionist view of wise-use group: wise-use group prone to anger when asked to 
share resources; hunters and ranchers 
 
Wise-use view of protectionist group: anti-hunting advocates who prioritized animals 
over people, prone to anthropomorphizing, and naïve about the harsh reality of nature  



36 Wright et al 2006 

Impacts of hunters and wolves on reproductive power 
in elk  
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